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Abstract:
The present research explores a pattern of village mosques in Upper Egypt that was rarely adopted, namely mosques with multiple domes coverage. It highlights the model in a unique pattern in Upper Egypt, namely Al-Atiq mosque in Aljabalaw, Qena, Egypt. The study identifies the reasons behind the use of this pattern in the architecture of mosques in the village despite its scarce use. It also examines the architecture of this pattern accurately and the most important features that distinguish it from the mosques of the main cities in Egypt. The study documented Aljabalaw mosque in an accurate scientific manner and identified its planning principles. Moreover, a descriptive study was done on all architectural and decorative units to analyze and entrench them, where applicable. The study concluded a set of results of the reason for adopting this planning in the mosque under study for environmental, climatic, or geographic reasons. The founder of the mosque might prefer this planning. The study recommends the registration of Al-Atiq mosque in Aljabalaw, Qena as an Islamic monument.
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1. Introduction
The present research paper tackles the architecture of mosques in the villages of Upper Egypt with multiple coverage domes by reviewing a unique model, namely Al-Atiq mosque in Aljabalaw, Qena. It is a significant topic because it is an attempt to identify the architecture of mosques in the villages during the reign of Khedive Abbas Helmy II\(^{(a)}\)\(^{(1,2)}\) based on the pattern, features, and characteristics of mosques with multiple coverage domes. The problem of the study has been defined in having a mosque with a domed ceiling in an Upper Egyptian village in Qena governorate more than 600 km from the Capital, Cairo. Aljabalaw village was not a state headquarter or an active trade center\(^{(b)}\)\(^{(3,4)}\) in any Islamic era, especially in the reign of Abbas Helmy II, in which the mosque under study was built. Thus, a key question raises about the reasons for establishing a mosque that adopted the pattern of mosques with multiple domes, despite its rare use in Egypt. The study aims to identify the architecture of the mosques of the village in the reign of Khedive Abbas Helmy II based on the pattern of mosques with multiple domes. It highlights the reason for this pattern in Aljabalaw village. It also explores and documents this distinguished pattern of mosques\(^{(c)}\) that did not spread in the villages of Upper Egypt. It identifies the features of this pattern of mosques in the reign of Abbas Helmy II that have not received due attention by researchers. The study adopts a comparative descriptive and analytical approach.
2. Overview of Al-Atiq Mosque

2.1. Location of the mosque

Al-Atiq mosque is located in Aljabalaw village to the south of Qena between Naj Orabi in the south and Naj Ashuwaynah in the north, fig. (1-a,b). It was a suburb of Qena and was separated in (1259 AH/1843 AD.) entitled Arab Aljabalaw. Since 1262 AH/1846 AD., it has had its present name [3,4]. It follows the geographical and administrative division of Upper Egypt. Egypt was divided into Upper and Lower Egypt in the Ayyubid era from Giza to Aswan. While Upper Egypt is currently divided into three sections: The lower level includes Giza, Fayoum, and Beni Suef; Upper Egypt includes Minya, Assiut, and Sohag; the most Upper Egypt extends from Qena to Aswan [5].

![Figure (1) Shows Qena governorate localities, Aljabalaw village in Qena localities (After, Ministry of planning, follow-up and administrative reform; the online portal of Qena Governorate)](image)

2.2. The founder of the mosque

Al-Atiq mosque in Aljabalaw was founded by Sidi Mohamed Ahmed Al-Dandrawi, as registered in its marble foundation text written in Thuluth script(d), fig. (2-a,b). The text reads:

[Bism Allah arrahman arrahim/ wama tawqi 'la bi-llah /la laha 'la allah Muhamad rasuwllah / fi kul lamha wanfas 'dad ma was'eh thalatha / la 'laha 'la allah wallah akbar arbb'ah/ ansha hada almasjed saidna wa-mawlana/ Muhamad Ahmad Aldandraway/w sanat 1326/ sanat 1909 AD.]

Translation: In the name of Allah, the most beneficient, the most merciful/And my success cannot come except from Allah/ There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah/ In every glance and breath as containing as three/ There is no god but Allah four/ This mosque was established by our master and lord/ Mohamed Ahmed Al-Dandrawi/ In 1326 AH. corresponding to 1909 AD.

Al-Dandrawi was a righteous man and a Sufi scholar, known for his goodness and piety. He was the founder of the Dandrawiyya Ahma-diyya Order[6,7] in Dandara village[3,4,8], Qena in the late 13th H./19th G. and the early 20th century. He was born in (1252 AH/1836 AD.) and attributed to Sultan Al-Youssef[9] from the descen-dants of Sharif Idris I, the founder of the Idrisid Dynasty[10, 11] in the Arab Maghreb. He memorized the Holy Qur'an by heart and studied religious sciences when he was young.

![Figure (2) Shows a. the foundation text, b. a facsimile of the foundation text](image)
Then, he moved to Hejaz at the age of twenty from Mecca to Medina and vice versa. He was taught by Ibrahim Al-Rashid who was a disciple of Sheikh Ahmed ibn Idris, the founder of the Ahmadiyya Sufi Order (1215-1291 AH./1800-1874 AD.). He wrote a book entitled "Eaadq al-dari an-nafis fi bad karamat wa manaqib 'ahmad ibn 'Idris" (Priceless necklace on some dignities and virtues Ahmed ibn Idris) [6,7]. He returned to Dandara and stayed until the age of forty when he traveled to Sudan, Somalia, Aden, and the Levant to deliver lessons. After the death of his sheik (scholar) Rashid, he settled in Medina where he delivered lessons for thirty years until his death (1325 AH./1907 AD.) [12]. He was entitled Sultan [13]. The Dandrawiyya Ahmadiyya Order is attributed to Al-Dandrawi. It has its own rituals and costume of loose white clothes and a turban different from the turbans of the people of Upper Egypt [12,14].

2.3. The foundation date

The mosque was built in 1326 AH./1909 A.D as inscribed in the Foundation Text. This date may be the date of construction completion because Sidi Mohamed Ahmed Al-Dandrawi died in 1325 AH./1907 AD. Thus, (1327 A.H/1909 A.H) is likely to be a date contemporary to the reign of Khedive Abbas Helmy II.

2.4. Naming

The mosque is called Al-Atiq "the ancient" mosque because it is the oldest mosque in the village. Egyptians used to call the oldest mosque of the city or village "Al-Atiq", such as Amr ibn al-Aas mosque in Fustat and Al-Omari mosque in Esna (469 AH./1077 AD.). Moreover, Masjed-e Jame (Friday mosque) since the time of Umar ibn al-Khattab was also called the Al-Omari or Al-Atiq [15,16].

3. The Architectural Composition of the Mosque and Annexes

The mosque consists of three main blocks: Al musalla (prayer area) and annexes, the hall (open courtyard) and its portico, and the service facilities. The mosque occupies the main block in the northwest part, the hall and its portico occupy the southeast part, whereas the service facilities are in the east part of the composition, fig. (3).

3.1. Building materials of the mosque and annexes

Five building materials were used in the construction of the mosque and annexes. Mud-brick (the main building material) was used in the construction of the walls of the mosque and domes. It is cheap, easy to manufacture, and available on the banks of the Nile River. It also gives the buildings warm weather in winter and cool weather in summer [17,18]. The local baked brick was used in building the arches, window frames, columns, side supports, and minaret due to its durability and ease of formation required by these architectural elements [18]. Plaster was used for coating the mihrab, its helmet, and columns. Moreover, wood was used in links between arcades, lanterns, minbar, and staircase of the minaret. Iron was used in covering the two windows above the two entrances to the mosque.

3.2. Al musalla

3.2.1. Interior of Al musalla

The layout of the mosque consists of a square area of 17 m. long. The architect divided it into five aisles using four arcades, whose semicircular arches were of baked brick parallel to the wall of the qibla. The
arches are based on four cylindrical brick columns with a diameter of 50 cm. On both sides, they are based on raised supports from the northeastern and southwestern walls. These aisles are cut perpendicularly to the qibla wall by five parallel aisles to the wall. Their arches share being based on cylindrical columns with a diameter of 50 cm. They are based on both sides on raised brick supports from the southeast wall and northwest wall. Accordingly, twenty-two square areas (3×3 m.) are formed, each of which is covered with a semi-circular dome of mud bricks on spherical triangles. The architect linked arcades with wooden tie beams for strengthening, figs. (3 & 4). The architect handled the middle section of the mosque differently. He treated the three central squares of the mosque by merging them to form a rectangle. He also rose their ceiling to form a Shokshikha (lantern) of wood to allow lighting and ventilation that are not allowed by the domes. This lantern is rectangular (3×9 m.) and extends transversely parallel to the qibla wall. It is worth noting that the architect handled the prevailing climate by making the lantern parallel to the qibla wall, not perpendicular to attract the most possible lighting and ventilation to the interior space of the mosque. The lantern (80 cm. high) was wooden. Its four sides are interrupted by interlaced windows of transparent wood. Despite having this architectural treatment of the lantern in Abdi Bey mosque in Cairo (1071 AH./1660 AD.)[19], it is different in Al-Atiq mosque in Jabalaw as it was implemented transversely unlike being longitudinally in most of the mosques of Egypt in the 19th century AD, such as the lanterns of Abu Daraa mosque in Cairo (1217-1218 AH./1801-1802 A.D), Hassan Pasha Taher mosque in Cairo (1224 A.H / 1810 A.D), Jawhar Al-Mu'aini mosque (1229 AH./ 1814 AD.), Suleiman Pasha al-Faransawi mosque (1276-1277AH./1859-1860 AD.), Al-Qabr Al-Tawil mosque (1285 AH./ 1867 AD.), Muhammad Bey mosque (1292 AH./ 1874 AD.), Abdulaziz Al-Derini mosque (1291-1292 AH./1873-1874 AD.), Al-Barbari mosque (1307 AH./1888 AD.). The lantern was designed transversely in many mosques of Egypt in the 19th century, e.g., Al-Jawhary mosque (1262-1265 AH./1845-1848 A.D) and Ashmawi mosque (1266-1267 AH./1846-1247 AD.). However, these two models do not have adequate lighting via the windows. They have a free façade overlooking the street with windows. They also have open windows on the hāram (courtyard) of the mosque. Thus, the lantern was made parallel to the qibla wall to attract as lighter and ventilation as possible to the interior of the mosque. These motives and reasons are similar in Al-Atiq mosque in Alja-balaw for having a transverse lantern, i.e., the lack of ventilation and lighting. Another reason was that the method of covering with domes. The lantern was transverse in Hussein Pasha Abi-Asba mosque in Cairo (1288 AH./1870 AD.) despite the multiple façades and windows of the mosque. The architect might want to increase the ventilation and lighting of the mosque [20].

Figure (4) Shows a. the calling of the mosque, b. the aisles, c. the lantern, d. one of the domes of the mosque

The mihrab is in the middle of the southeastern wall, which is a semicircular apse topped with a conch-shaped apex overlooking the interior by a semicircular arch with a lobed façade on a pair of integrated cylindrical columns on both sides. It rests on a base of 1 m. high. The architect gave the mihrab's
façade a memorial nature by projecting it along the qibla wall. The projected part is decorated with a row of floral windows. Moreover, the parts of the apse and the façade are decorated with a modern painting and various geometric elements, such as the three-pointed leaf, fig. (5-a). The minbar (pulpit) is to the right of the mihrab. It consists of a rectangular base (2.5 m. x 90 cm.) of 35 cm. high. It is decorated with a rectangular transverse-stripe from superimposed small wooden parts with a fret. The front part of the base of the moqadem door (minbar door’s entrance) of 70 cm wide and 2.2 m. high. It is arched with a lobed decorative arch and closed with two shutters (one of them is 0.35 x 2.2 m.). Each shutter is divided into three parts: The square lower and the upper parts (30 cm x 30 cm.) using superimposed small wooden parts with a superimposed eightfold in the space and a rectangular middle section (0.30 1.2 m.) occupied with superimposed geometric shapes of hexagonal stars. This door is topped by a rectangular area with a painted tape [21] that reads:


[Inna Allah wa malaikatahu yusalu 'ala nabi] (Indeed, Allah confers blessing upon the Prophet, and His angels [ask Him to do so]). The decorated arch is topped by a two-level muqarnas (stalactite) top, ending with a row of fine and hollow wooden windows in the form of a five-pointed leaf, fig. (5-b,c).

Figure (5) Shows a, mihrab, b, minbar, c, minbar facsimile

The moqadem door opens on the sadr of the minbar (front part), which consists of five steps of 25 cm. high each. On both sides, it has two wooden balustrades, each of which is divided into five wooden panels; two right-angled triangles and three squares with wooden barameq. The middle panel is decorated with a mafrouk of superimposed small wooden parts. The staircase ends with a square seat (mak'ad) surrounded by four wooden columns that form the djawsaq. Every two columns are connected from the top with a decorative arch similar to the one above the opening of the muqadam door. Moreover, the arches are three-levels solid wooden blocks of fine muqarnas surrounded from the top by a row of wooden windows that resemble those above the mass of the muqadam door. Upon this block, there is the top of the minbar, which is a square base with rinsed corners from the top to turn into an octagonal area. Upon this area, a conical shape moves up (an Ottoman style). In its end, a pair of rounded tafateeh rising is fixed. This shape ends with a crescent, fig. (5-b,c). Below the khateeb seat, there is a pair of rawda door topped by decorative lobed arches that resemble those at the top of the muqadam door and the djawsaq surrounding the seat. Each door is 70 cm. wide and 1 m. high. It is closed by a wooden shutter, decorated with superimposed small wooden parts that take the shape of an eight-pointed star. The craftsman left a window at the top of the rawda door for ventilation and lighting, fig (5-b,c). The two sides of the pulpit "risha" have the shape of a right-angled triangle, on which geometric shapes of six-pointed stars through a superimposed small wooden part were implemented. The mosque is accessed through two entrances on one axis in the middle of the southwestern and northeastern walls, each with a rectangular entrance of 25 cm. deep. The door opening consists of two rectangular levels of 1.25 m. wide and 2.2 m. wide, closed by two simple wooden shutters, fig. (5-b,c). The upper part of the door opening is a window with a semi-circular arch. Its façades are covered with iron grills with radiant geometrical formations from the bottom of the arch. The northeastern entrance overlooks a narrow street to enter from both sides with an entrance with a segmental arch that ends on the southern side with an open square area (the area of performing the rituals of the Ahmadiyya order that will be discuss-
3.2.2. Façades of al musalla
Al musalla has four free façades: southwestern, northeastern, southeastern and northwestern

3.2.2.1. The southwestern and northeastern façades
Each façade is 18 m long and about 4 m high. They were built of mud of 1 m thick(o), except for the window frames that were built with baked brick(o). They are covered with a layer of modern mortar. They end with plaster small windows in the form of a five-fold leaf. In the middle of each façade, the architect opened an entrance on one axis of 25 cm deep. The opening of the door consists of two levels: The lower is a rectangle of 1.25 m wide and 2.2 m high. They are closed with simple wooden shutters. The upper part of the door opening is a window with a semi-circular arch whose façades are covered with iron grills from the lower part of the arch. The architect was keen on covering the façade of this area in this manner to fulfill the function of the lighting shaft. The southwestern entrance is the main entrance to the mosque. The area in front of the two entrances is a courtyard. It overlooks the main street. Moreover, a portico, a toilet, and a modern meḍa'a (ablution area) were added in the front area of the southwestern entrance to the mosque. A modern house was built in front of the northeastern entrance. Thus, the southwestern entrance connects the portico, the ablution area, the toilet, and the mosque, leaving a corridor in front of the northeastern entrance to separate the northeastern façade from the modern house. The architect opened two entrances: One overlooking the northwest façade and the other overlooking the mosque courtyard. Each of the two entrances is surrounded by two simple qandaliyat windows in the upper third of the façade. It has two adjacent rectangular windows of 40 cm wide and 1 m high with semicircular arches topped by a newly blocked circular skylight, fig. (6-a,b,c,d,e,f).

3.2.2.2. The southeastern façade
It is 20 m long and 4 m high. It overlooks the courtyard of the mosque. It was built with mud bricks, except for window frames.
that were built with baked brick. It is covered with a layer of modern mortar and ends with plaster windows in the form of a modern five-pointed leaf. On the eastern side, the architect opened a 90 cm. wide entrance opening, 2.2 m. high with a segmental arch, leading to a corridor (vestibule). Additionally, he opened three simple qandaliya windows at the upper third of the façade whose blocked skylights resembled those of the aforementioned southwestern and northeastern façades. At the top left of the mihrab, he opened a window of 40 cm. wide and 90 cm. high topped by a semicircular arch. It is higher than the other windows because of being on the top of the mihrab where no enough space is available to distinguish the mihrab. The architect supported the façade with three sloping brick pillars. In other words, he introduced a structural treatment in distributing those pillars by placing them along the arcades whose arches move in a direction perpendicular to the qibla wall to absorb the strength of the inner arches' rafs (strong movement). This façade overlooks the mosque's courtyard. Besides, modern statements were inscribed at the upper level of the façade to express the rituals of the Dandrawi Ahmadiyya order, fig. (7-a,b,c).

3.2.2.3. The northwestern façade
It is 20 m. long and 4 m. high. It was built with mud bricks, except for window frames that were built with baked brick. It is covered with a layer of modern mortar. It ends with plaster windows in the form of a modern five-pointed leaf. The architect raised four pillars of brick to the outside of 1 m. long and created three sections of the façade. He opened three simple qandaliya windows in the upper third of the middle section similar to the aforementioned windows. In the two side sections of the façade, he opened one simple qandaliya window. Moreover, he supported the façade with four sloping brick pillars resembling those of the southeastern façade along the arcades whose arches are perpendicular to the qibla wall to absorb the strength of the inner arches' rafs. At the farthest side to the north of the façade, the architect created an opening of 90 cm. wide and 2.2 m. high closed with a new iron door. This entrance leads to the northeastern corridor to the courtyard, fig. (8-d,e,f).

3.2.3. The minaret
The old original raised minaret occupies the southern side of the mosque. Architecturally, it merges with the qibla wall from the outside. It was built of baked brick and covered with a layer of mortar. It comprises a base and two floors. The base has a square projection of 3.9 m. long and 4 m. high. It is a solid block starting from the level of the façade's floor. A solid rectangular apse is in the southwestern and southeastern sides of the base arched with a trefoiled arch of 10 cm. deep and 1.2 cm. high. A solid rectangular apse is in the northeastern sides of the base arched with a semicircular arch.
of 10 cm. deep and 1.2 cm. high. Besides their importance, these decorative apses help reinforce the base of the minaret. The first floor starts with the level of the mosque's ceiling. It is octagonal; each side is 1.3 m. long and 4.25 m. high. In the middle of the side facing the ceiling of the mosque, the architect created an entrance opening of 50 cm. wide and 1.5 m. high arched with a semi-circular arch. The rest of the façades of this floor are solid. The second floor of the minaret has a cylindrical projection. The diameter of its lower part is 3.5 m. It is 4.25 m. high. It is narrower as it moves up. It is covered with a small semi-circular dome whose stand has four tafateeh and ends with a crescent. Six windows that are 45 cm. wide 1 m. high are opened at the bottom of the dome. Each one of them has a semi-circular arch. An entrance of 50 cm. wide and 1.5 m. high with a semi-circular arch is in the lower section of this floor. It a single-balcony space, which separates the two floors of the minaret and takes an octagonal body. Each side is 1.6 m. long. The octagonal body is surrounded by a brick balustrade of 1 m. high. The upper part of the second floor of the minaret was designed in the form of a jawasaq of four rectangular windows arched with semi-circular arches. A fahl (structural support) of baked brick is in the middle of the minaret in which the steps of the ascending staircase to the balcony of the minaret and its upper level are fixed. In this staircase, tree trunks stacked and covered from above with a layer of mortar were used, fig. (9-a,b,c,d).

This minaret was modeled after the architectural style of the minarets of upper Egypt in terms of material and simple design, such as the minarets of Al-Omari mosque in Esna (474 AH./1081 AD.) and Al-Omari mosque in Asfun, Bahjoura, and Hiu (4-7 H./10-13 G. centuries) [16], which did not differ from some minarets of the villages of lower Egypt, such as the minarets of Sidi Fakhr El-Din mosque in Toukh Mazayd village, Al-Santah locality (1330 AH./1920 AD.) and Sidi Abdullah bin Al-Hareth mosque in Saft Trapp village, Al-Mahalla Al-Kubra (1332 AH./1914 AD.) [23]. It is noticed that the end of the minbar of Al-Atiq mosque in Jabalaw was modeled after the Ottoman style (the top takes the shape of a pencil), while the end followed a local style ending with a dome. The same method of contrast and difference of the minbar and minaret in the same mosque was implemented in some mosques of the Ottoman era, such as the Mahmudiya mosque in the citadel square, Cairo (975 AH./1567 AD.) whose minbar followed the local style of a bulbous dome and the minaret followed the Ottoman style (the top takes the shape of a pencil). Al-Atiq mosque in Jabalaw is similar to Abdi Bey mosque in Cairo (1071 AH/1660 A.D) in terms of the plan with multiple domes, the minbar that ends with a bulbous dome (a local style), and the minaret that ends with an Ottoman style-top (taking the shape of a pencil).

3.2.4. The courtyard

This courtyard is in front of the southeastern side of the mosque behind the qibla wall, taking the same width. It is a
rectangular cross-sectional area that measures 20 m. long from the south to the east and measures 13.5 m. from the north side to the south. It is accessed through three new entrances. The first entrance is in the northwest (the qibla wall of the mosque is the northwestern wall of the courtyard) and measures 90 cm. wide and 2.2 m. high. It has a segmental arch to a corridor (vestibule) leading to the modern entrance to the mosque on the northwestern façade. The second entrance is in the south-west and measures 1.8 m. wide and 2.2 m. high. It is closed with a modern two-shutter door. The third entrance is on the southeastern side and leads to the portico of the courtyard. It measures 1.4 m wide and 2.2 m. high. It is closed with a modern wooden door. The multiple entrances correspond to the function of the space dedicated to performing the group rituals of the Ahmadiyya order, to which Sidi Mohamed Ahmed Al-Dandrawi belongs, fig. (10-a,b).

3.2.5. Service facilities

They are accessed through the aforementioned courtyard. The entrance leads to a rectangular reception area (9.5 m. × 1.95 m.). In the northeastern wall, the architecture created three entrances. While the first (a store) and the second (a kitchen) overlook a rectangular area, the third opens fully to a modern rectangular lantern. In the northwestern wall of the reception unit, the architect created two entrance openings. The first is 80 cm. wide and 2 m. high, it is arched by a segmental arch that opens to a cell from the time of construction that was dedicated to Sidi Muhammad Ahmed Al-Dandrawi. The second leads to a modern cell that takes the shape of the letter L and has a window that overlooks the courtyard. In the southwestern wall, the architect created an entrance that connects the square with the living units. The entrance leads to a modern rectangular cell with a window overlooking the courtyard. The architect made a modern rectangular cell with two windows overlooking the portico in the southeast wall, figs. (3-4). From specialized point of view, it could be noted that the cell of Sidi Mohamed Ahmed Al-Dandrawi is the most important components of these facilities. It is a rectangular area (3.68 m. × 2.8 m.) built of mud brick. Its walls are 90 cm. thick, covered with a semi-barrel vault of baked brick. The walls and the vault are covered with clay mortar and modern painting. The cell has an entrance opening of 90 cm. wide and 2.2 m. high. The entrance opening is narrower from the outside and measures 80 cm. wide and 1.8 m. high. It is arched with a segmental arch. The architect made a window of 40 cm window 80 cm. high for lighting and ventilation, fig. (11-a,b).

4. Discussion

Analyzing and discussing the layout of Al-Atiq mosque in Jabalaw shows that it consists mainly of a square area divided into twenty-two square areas by four crossed arcades covered in hemispherical domes with a semicircular sector that has a transverse lantern in the middle. The architect created this sector in the middle of the ceiling of the mosque to occupy three square areas. This layout has been known in the architecture of mosques in Egypt since the Ikhshidid era with varying building materials used and some details and treatments,
such as the layout of the *Mashhad of al-Tabatba* (334 AH./945 AD.), fig. (12-a,) whose layout consists of an area that divides the mosque into three intersecting aisles forming nine square spaces covered with a spherical dome. This planning continued during the Fatimid era in the architecture of the *Mashhad of the Seventy-seven Wali* in Aswan (5th H./10th G. century), fig. (12-b), which closely resembled the layout of the *Mashhad of al-Tabatba* and *Almashad Alqibly* in Aswan (534 AH./1139 AD.), fig. (12-c) that has six domes [16,22,24]. Except for the few models in which vaulted ceilings were used with different planning, such as the Al-Aqmar mosque in Cairo (519 AH./1125 AD.) [q22], no layout, to the author’s knowledge, of religious facilities, especially mosques, have been discovered to follow the pattern of Aljabalaw mosque throughout the Ayyubid and Mamluk eras in Egypt. During the Ottoman era in Egypt, this layout was used in a few models that were influenced by the layouts of religious architecture during that period [q25,26,27]. This layout was used in the architecture of *The Takiyya of Qasim Pasha Mosque in Alexandria* (before 1029 AH./1620 AD.), fig. (12-d) with two intersecting aisles that formed four areas covered with domes. Moreover, this layout moved to Cairo where it was used in the planning of Abdi Bey mosque in Cairo (1071 AH./1660 AD.), fig. (12-e), which consists of three intersecting aisles of nine areas covered with domes whose layout restored similar schemes to the aforementioned Ikhshid and Fatimid religious establishments with the introduction of a new treatment. This layout replaced the coverage of the central square area with a lantern inserted later in the century (13th H./19th G. century) [19,24]. It is a climatic treatment to introduce the greatest amount of ventilation and lighting for the interior space. The architect designed the middle section of the mosque’s ceiling in the form of a lantern from the beginning. In the layout of Mustafa Bey (Abu Ali) mosque in Alexandria (1117-1121 AH./1764 AD.), fig. (12-a) consisting of two intersecting aisles that formed four areas covered with domes, similar to the layout of *The Takiyya of Qasim Pasha mosque* [28]. Additionally, the mosque of Sidi Mohamed al-Mashid in Rashid (1187 AH./1764 AD.) adopted the plan of domed coverage [29].
This pattern was known in the planning of mosques in Andalusia in the era of Taifas, such as the planning of the Bab al-Mardum mosque in Toledo (390 AH./999 AD.) and the Dabbaghin mosque in Toledo (6th H./12th G.) century [24,32]. This pattern was also known in the planning of some mosques of the Islamic West, e.g., Darghout Pasha mosque who was the Tripoli governor (964-971 AH./1556-1563 AD.), Al-Nakhali mosque in Tripoli (1064 AH./1653 AD.), Al-Atiq mosque of Darnah (1081 AH./1670 AD.), and Ahmad Pasha al-Qaramani mosque in Tripoli (1149 AH./1737 AD.) [33-35]. Several hypotheses can be raised on the reasons for implementing this architectural planning in Al-Atiq mosque in Aljabalaw. The 1st, this planning was known in the plans and architecture of Islamic religious establishments in Egypt since the Ikhshidid era and continued until the Ottoman era. Thus, the layout of Al-Atiq mosque in Aljabalaw might be influenced by these earlier models, especially the models of Aswan. The 2nd, the period spent by the founder of the mosque, Sidi Mohamed Ahmed Al-Dandrawi, traveling between the different cities of Hijaz between delivering lessons and learn might play a role. He also spent a period in Sudan and his disciples were from different countries, including Egypt, Sudan, Somali, Hejaz, and the Levant. Thus, he was affected by some examples of mosques in those regions, including Al-Qabab mosque in Jazan, Abu Arish Governorate (1002 AH./1594 AD.), and Al-Musalla (Al-Ghamamah) mosque in Madinah (1255-1277 AH./1839-1861 AD.) [36]. The 3rd one consisting of a square or rectangular area divided into square areas covered with domes dominated most churches and monasteries during the Ottoman era and the 19th century in Upper Egypt close to the place of the mosque under study, e.g., the churches of Anba Bidaba monastery in Naj Hammadi, Mary gerges monastery in Mahrous (Alballas) in Qena, fig. (14-a), Angel and Mjama monasteries in Naqada, fig. (14-b, c). In addition to other monasteries that affected adopting this planning in the mosque under study [37,38].
clay building materials because of the lack of heavy rain that causes this material to collapse. In other words, the mosque mainly relies on the surrounding environment. The 5th, the abundant trained manpower helped implement this type of coverage because the region is famous for building domes from ancient times [39].

5. Conclusion
The present paper handled the architecture of a rare mosque pattern, especially in Upper Egypt, i.e., the mosques with multiple domes coverage. It adopted the analytical-descriptive approach to handle the main problem in using this pattern in Upper Egypt that is hundreds of kilometers away from the capital with no political and commercial aspects. The mosque was designed to practice religious rites in addition to the rituals of the Dandarawyya Ahmadiyya Order. It consisted of the block of Al musalla with multiple domes and cells for the murids (disciples) and the sheik. The researcher could identify a set of additions to the mosque and its annexes in a later period, including the second minaret, southwestern portico, portico of the courtyard, cells of the murids, kitchen, and store. The results showed that the planning of the mosque was affected by its prevalence in many close religious establishments and the trips and desires of the founder. The study showed the direct impact of the planning of most Christian churches in the Ottoman era and the 19th century in Upper Egypt on the layout of Al-Atiq mosque. Moreover, the architect succeeded in planning the mosque in a way that is compatible with the surrounding environment in terms of style, treatments, or choosing building materials. The abundance of trained manpower affected the design of the domed layout of Al-Atiq mosque. Additionally, the diverse architecture affected the design of the mosque units. While the minbar has a pencil-like top (Ottoman style), the minaret followed the local style. The study recommends the registration of Al-Atiq mosque and its original annexes in Aljabalaw as an Islamic monument because of its history or unique planning.

Endnotes
(a) He was born in Cairo in (1291 AH./ 1874 AD.) and was a ruler of Egypt from the Alawiyya dynasty. He assumed the throne after the death of his father in (1309 AH./1892 AD.) continued till being removed from the throne in (1333 AH./1914 AD.). He died in (1363 AH./1944 AD.) [1,2].

(b) Some cities were known in Upper Egypt for being political centers, state headquarters, or trade centers in the 19th century, such as Gerga, Akhmim, Esna, Qena, Naj Hammadi, and Dishna [3,4].

(c) The mosque is under registration by the Standing Committee of Antiquities.

(d) Inspectors of the Ministry of Antiquities documented the foundation text of the mosque above the southwestern entrance before destruction.

(e) This statement indicates a dhikr (prayer) of the Ahmadiyya Order [1].

(f) This Sufi order spreads in Yemen, Hijaz, Egypt, the Levant, India, Sudan, Somalia, Morocco, and other countries. It is attributed to Sheikh Ahmed Ibn Idris (1164-1254 AH./1750-1838 AD.) who was born in the Moroccan city of Fez and was taught by Sheikh Abd al-Wahhab al-Tazi. He traveled to Egypt and Mecca. He is attributed to Sharif al-Hassan bin Ali. He wrote many books, e.g., “aleaqd alnafis fi nazam jawahir altadris” (lit. Priceless Jewelry in the Order of Teaching Diamonds) [6,7].

(g) It is an Upper Egyptian village located on the right bank of the Nile. It was known as the sacred city of the god Hator. Later, it was known by two civil names; Tarer and Tan Tarer. Additionally, its Coptic meaning denotes the willow tree, but its Arabic name is Dandara. Ancient Dandara was next to the Western Hajar of the Nile. Present Dandara was established by the Arabs on the western bank of the Nile to the west of Qena [3,4,8].

(h) He was given the title of Sultan metaphorically. No historical resources mentioned the ruler who assumed the rule of the Idrisid state named Youssef [9].

(i) The Idrisid dynasty was established in (172 AH./788AD.) by Idris ibn Abdullah, known as Idris I attributed to Ali ibn Abi Talib. He escaped from the Battle of Fakh in Makkah (170 AH./786AD.) in which the Abbasid army killed many of Aal Albeit. He
fled to Morocco and established his state. He founded Fez and made it the capital. The rule of the Idrisid extended to Tlemcen, Algeria. Their rule came to an end in (375 AH./985 AD.) [10,11].

Sidi Muhammad Ahmad al-Dandrawi was called the Sultan perhaps because of his lineage to the Idrisid [13].

It is made of clay and molded onto the floor directly and not on a wooden board [17,18].

The use of the semi-circular arch in many mosques spread in the villages of Upper Egypt in the Ottoman era and the 19th century, such as the Abu Hajj Minaret in Luxor, Al-Omari mosque in Asfun, and Al-Omari mosque in Bahjoua [16].

Abdi Bey mosque follows the layout of the mosques with multiple domes coverage. The architect covered the central square of the mosque with a lantern with an architectural modification that took place in the 19th century, in which the dome was replaced with a lantern [19].

Mudbrick is used in the construction of walls of not less than 50 cm. It is used only in dry areas, so the wall was 1 m thick [17,18].

Baked brick is stronger and more durable than mud brick. Therefore, the architect used it in areas that need more strength and rigidity [17,18].

Minaret djawsaq of Al-Atiq mosque in Aljabalaw is similar to the early examples of minaret architecture, such as the minaret of Al-Omari mosque in Esna (474 AH./1081 AD.). Al-Atiq mosque is round, while Al-Omari mosque in Esna is an octagon, but they both have the djawsaq and windows. Similarly, the djawsaq in Al-Atiq mosque of Aljabalaw was similar to those of the minaret of Almashad Alqibly in Aswan (5th H./11th G. century) and Al-Jayyushi mosque in Cairo (478 AH./1085AD.) [22].

Al-Aqmgar mosque follows the traditional style of a courtyard and four porticoes, but each portico is covered with domes [22].

This layout was known as the multi-domed or Bruce I model [25-27].
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